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TRUE STORY - PHIL - (3 PAGES) - RVM

INT. STUDIO

ANDY
[15:17:07.10]
OK, Phil how long ago did this 
story take place?

REAL PHIL
[15:17:10.08]
This was set in the mid 80's.

EXT. SUBURBAN BRISBANE STREET - DAY

Wide shot of a sunny street. A 1980s HOLDEN COMMODORE drives 
through (or is doing BURN OUTS) as a GIRL, dressed like 
Olivia Newton John from the PHYSICAL clip, jogs past. She 
also has a WALKMAN strapped to her side and headphones on.

ANDY (V.O.)
[15:17:12.04]
Ok.

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:17:12.19]
Up in Brisbane.

ANDY (V.O.)
[15:17:13.14]
Right.

HAMISH (V.O.)
[15:17:14.00]
Beautiful.

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:17:14.11]:
Suburban Brisbane.

EXT. FRONT OF A SUBURBAN HOUSE - DAY

The house looks like it has building or landscaping going on. 
We see young PHIL, (mid 20s) spiky blonde hair (but maybe 
already thinning) with mullet. He’s wearing typical 80’s work 
clothes - stubby shorts, work boots with footy socks and a 
grubby ‘Men at Work - Business as Usual’ t-shirt. 

He is picking up VARIOUS RUBBISH and putting it into a 
WHEELBARROW. He stops a moment as the “physical girl” jogs 
past and WOLF WHISTLES her. She smiles back.



HAMISH (V.O)
[15:17:40.08]
So it's. We've gone back 30 years. 
How old would you be 30...?

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:17:43.14
Oh mid twenties.

ANDY (V.O.)
[15:17:44.04]
Mid twenties.

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:17:44.04]
Somewhere in there.

Phil starts wheeling the barrow along. SUPER: PHIL (mid 20s 
or somewhere in there)

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:17:54.00]
Ah ok. [And] I'm working with a guy 
called Robbo. [May need P.U.]

PHIL
(Calls out)

Robbo! 

Reveal ROBBO (early 30s) randomly banging a hammer on a piece 
of wood. He is dressed like Phil, but has a brown mullet and 
an 80’s moustache. He stops banging.

ROBBO
Yes mate?!

PHIL
Where should I dump this lot?

ROBBO
Wherever...

Phil shrugs and throws the wheelbarrow over, (a meter from 
where he picked it up) not really caring where it goes. The 
rubbish tumbles out, as Phil stands back and looks around. He 
is very happy with his lot.

PHIL
I tell you what Robbo. It’s bloody 
mint workin’ in this part of 
suburban Brisbane. It’s really 
nice!
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ROBBO
Sure is mate. I love it. And the 
80’s is such a great time to be 
here.

A KID wearing a TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA t-shirt walks past 
playing with a RUBIK’S CUBE. Meanwhile a GUY in 80’s clothes 
walks the other way carrying a huge BOOM BOX on his shoulder 
playing BEAT IT. He stops, does a spin, grabs his crotch then 
MOONWALKS out of shot.

BOOMBOX GUY
Whoo!

The boys smile.

INT. STUDIO

HAMISH
[15:18:05.05]
Is it important to know what kind 
of work you guys are in?

REAL PHIL
[15:18:07.12]
Ah not really. Just sort of 
construction stuff.

EXT. FRONT OF A SUBURBAN HOUSE - DAY

Robbo is back to banging on the wood. Phil is behind him.

HAMISH (V.O.)
[15:18:09.11]
Just general work.

REAL PHIL (V.O.)
[15:18:09.20]
Yeah...

PHIL
What sort of work are we actually 
doing here Robbo?

Robbo stops and stands again.

ROBBO
It’s not really important Phil, 
it’s just general work. 
Construction stuff. 

(MORE)
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The important thing is, this 
weekend I’m throwing the best 
bloody backyard barbecue this crazy 
decade has ever seen!

PHIL
A barbie?! You little ripper!

Behind them BOOM BOX GUY moonwalks back through frame the 
other way.

BOOMBOX GUY
Whoo!

ROBBO (CONT'D)
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